T5 User Guide

Introduction
The T5 Taipan is a competition-grade team, precision and ballet kite. Four versions: UL/SUL,
Standard, Semi-Vent (V1) and Full Vent (V2). The T5 Cuban is the fifth kite in the range - an
extreme light version for near-zero wind flying.
Designed by Peter Taylor for team Airheads (www.airheads.org.uk) from 2010-2012 and
incorporating much of the team's experience with display and competition flying.
The T5 Taipan delivers consistent, not-too-heavy pull, very predictable handling, very wide wind
range and big overlaps between the kites. The kites also have the same handling characteristics
across the range, so you can switch kites without adjusting flying style.
The T5 Cuban uses an extremely light mylar laminate material and has the same geometry as the
Taipan, but the sail plan and bridle are optimised for maximum stability in light wind.

The Boring Stuff
Please follow the usual common-sense safe flying rules; don't fly over people, near roads,
powerlines or trees or during thunderstorms. Use the kites within the recommended wind range
and with suitable flying line.
T5 frames are very tough, but if you do have a crash take care; carbon fibre shards can be
extremely sharp.
We recommend you have appropriate third-party insurance; most household policies will give you
some cover, or join Stack (www.stackuk.org) – membership includes third-party insurance
specifically for kite activities.

Assembly
The T5 is mostly conventional, so treat this as a check-list.
•

Unfold the kite and lay it out face down; insert the spine extension and nock – the shock
cord should be fitted around the spine extension.

•

Turn the kite face-up and gently slide the lower leading edge up to mate with the upper
leading edge. Make sure that's fully in place, then gently stretch the rubber bands over the
nock to secure it (there are 2 bands each side).

•

Now fit the upper spreader – these are usually tight when new, so a little moisture (lick!) will
help.

•

Post the bottom spreader just in front of the bridle (where it attaches to the spine). Insert
the side with the ferrule into the centre fitting, then fit the other side and then insert into the
leading edge fittings.

•

Make sure all the spreaders are fully in place – the fittings should be in line with the
spreaders, not skewed.

•

Now fit the outer standoffs into the connectors, then do the inners and check the sail is
correctly lined up with the spine.

•

Finally, check the bridle; pull it from the tow points and make sure it is sitting correctly and
not twisted or caught around part of the frame.

For packing down, reverse this sequence – although most people prefer to leave the spine and
leading edge assembled. The mesh bag supplied with the kite is big enough for the kite at full
length.
All this is reasonably obvious, but for competition it's useful to have a set routine – one less thing to
worry about.

Wind range and flying line
Flying line is very much a personal choice, but we're happy to recommend Climax ProTec. You can
fly the T5 on quite short lines, but longer lines give the kite more space to perform - about 30m is
nice for fun flying; for team or competition we suggest 40-45m.
Cuban
Wind range
1-6 mph
Suggested line 25-50 daN

UL/SUL
2-10mph
50-75 daN

Standard
4-12 mph
50-100 daN

Semi-Vent V1
8-20 mph
75-100 daN

Full Vent V2
15+ mph
100-200+ daN

Tuning
The T5 will work straight out of the bag with its standard settings. Please give the kite a reasonable
period to run in before you start changing settings; we recommend 10 hours flying time.

Quick adjustments
Pitch:
The front leg of the bridle attaches to a 5-position adjuster at the upper LE connector (or 3-position
for the Cuban) with a lark's head knot. You can slacken the know and re-position. Move up 1 place
to bring the nose forward – the kite flys faster and with less pull. Move down 1 place for less speed
and more solid feel. You proably won't use the +2 or –2 positions – they are there in case you want
to experiment with more fine tuning changes.

Standoff position
You can adjust the turn radius (spin) of the kite by changing the position of the outer standoff. An
inner position (nearer the spine) makes the turn radius bigger, and is more stable. An outer position
makes the turn radius smaller and gives faster spins. Please note: these aren't intended for regular
repositioning – the dacron holes get stretched over time; so once you've set the kite up to suit your
style and preferences, leave it!

Fine tuning
If you are inclined to experiment, the next section gives you some guidelines – but recommended
only for experienced flyers/kite tech.

Bridle
The Taipan bridle is a reverse-turbo – the Cuban is a standard 3-point. Both are configured with
fixed loop from lower spreader connector to spine – which makes it easier to make separate
adjustments for pitch and spin.
Before you make any bridle changes, please make
sure you can see the original markers so you can
restore the default settings.
With the reverse turbo bridle, the front leg of the
bridle is knotted to the inhaul, then on up to the
towpoint. There's a short section with a 'twin' line.
This is the dynamic offset, or turbo and gives the
kite some pitch freedom. You can make it more like
a 3-point by slackening the knot and rolling it up

towards the tow point. Conversely, rolling the knot away from the tow point increases the turbo
effect. There's no single 'correct' turbo, but too much turbo gives you very rapid power on/off
transitions.
On both bridles, the tow point loop is fixed to the main bridle by a lark's head, and locked into place
by the knot of the front bridle leg. If you want to change this, slide the knot up towards the tow
point, then pull either side of the lark's head to slacken it. Again, there's no single 'correct' position
– but moving the tow point too far out will put slack into the inner part of the bridle and put
excessive load on the centre connector.
If you want the kite to be more pitchy (less stable nose to tail) you can shorten all the bridle legs.
Please note – the UL/SUL versions have one knot in each of the outer sections – this is to
compensate for the different tube diameter and fitting size.

Connector positions
The APA leading edge connectors are fixed in place with a small vinyl stopper (a cut end-cap).
You can make some subtle changes to the way the kite flies by adjusting the standard setting.
The stoppers are fixed with a single drop of superglue and can normally be released with a firm
twist, which will alllow you to move the connectors forwards or backwards in the wing slots.
The upper connector position controls the amount of billow in the sail. The sail is designed to be
slack when not under load (e.g. when stalled).

Ballast
The T5 performs fine as a team/precision/ballet kite without ballast. If you care to experiment, you
can increase its trick potential by adding ballast. You can fabricate your own weights with 6mm
brass rod (available from hardware stores) which you can insert into the spine extension. The kite
is not really intended for roll-up tricks – we don't fit roll-up stoppers – so a roll-up ladder is
advisable.

Contribute
Fine-tuning a design is always a work-in-progress. If you've tried out any of these fine tuning ideas,
please let us know. We can add your experience to the knowledge bank to share with other T5
owners and point us at areas to research. Best to contact by email: mail@airdynamics.co.uk

Servicing and Repairs
Periodically:
•

Check the rubber 'bands' – they degrade over time. Replacement bands are available
from Airdynamics, but we suggest you do as we do – go to your local bike store and buy
an MTB inner tube and slice it. It's the best material for the job, it's low cost and will give
you a large supply of bands.

•

Check the glued joints – especially if the kite has been out in sub-zero temperatures.
(E.g. Left in the garage over winter!) Use normal commercial Superglue (e.g. Loctite) for
repairs.

Small holes in the sail can be fixed with ripstop repair tape. A good marine tape will give you a
semi-permanent repair. You can also make an effective repair patch with some Icarex PC31 and
double-sided tape, which will give you a better colour match.
If you are unlucky enough to get major sail damage, you can return the kite to Airdynamics for
repair.

Frame and Bridle swaps
We use SkyShark II frame and have found it extremely tough, but nothing is indestructible... So the
kites have a quick-release bridle which allows you to swap frame and/or bridle in just a few
minutes.
If you are making a swap, it's important to re-knot in the standard way.

Top
Post the bridle loop under the frame, just above the connector, then flip the loop over the
connector, refit the top spreader and then pull tight.

Bottom
Post the loop underneath the frame, but this time just below the connector, flip over and tighten.

Nocks and ferrules
We use oversize (10cm long) ferrules with a stopper glued to the ferrule. The assembly is lightly
taped to the bottom leading edge spar so either top or bottom tube can be swapped out quickly.
End nocks are also slightly oversize; they are held in place with a thin slice of the rubber band/MTB
tube – again this allows you to swap quickly.

Specifications/Materials

Cuban
FRAME
Leading Edge Top 2PT
Leading Edge
Zero Air
Bottom
Top Spreader

Nano

Bottom Spreader 3PT (BD)
Spine
P90
Spine lower
P90

UL/SUL*

STD

V2

3PT (BD)/ 2PT P200/2PX

P400

P400

82.5

3PT (BD)/ 2PT P200/2PX

P400

P400

82.5

6x4.9 PWE

P100

P100

P100

3PT (BD)
P90
P90

Nitro
P200/2PX
P200/2PX

Nitro
P400
P400

Inner standoff

2mm Carbon 3mm Glass

3mm Glass

3mm Glass

Outer standoff

2mm Carbon 3mm Glass

3mm Glass

3mm Glass

End caps
CONNECTORS
Upper connector
Lower connector
SO Connector (4)

6mm

6mm

7mm

7mm

Nitro
P400/8P
P400
3mm
Glass
3mm
Glass
7mm

TAPA W
TAPA W
APA .250

TAPA W
TAPA W
APA .250

APA D
APA C
APA .312

APA D
APA C
APA .312

Tip Nock

Exel 7.5mm

Exel 7.5mm

Excel 8mm

Excel 8mm

Tail Nock
Cross
SAIL

Exel 6mm
R-Sky 6 x 7

Exel 6mm
R-Sky 6 x 7

APA Ca
APA Ca
APA .312
Excel 7.5
mm
Exel 6mm
R-Sky 6 x 7

Exel 6mm
R-Sky 6x7

Exel 6mm
R-Sky 6x7

Icarex PC31

Icarex PC31 Icarex PC31 Chikara

Tape
Cordura

Dacron
Cordura

Material
Leading Edge
Nose
BRIDLE
Material
Test (Kg)

Cubic
Technology
Tape
Cordura

Length
cm

V1

Dacron
Cordura

60.5 61.1
82.5
82.5
23

Dacron
Cordura

Excel Racing Excel Racing Excel Racing Excel Racing Excel Racing
170
170
170
170
170

Please note: we constantly review all specifications and materials. Check the website for any
recent modifications.

Support
Contact Airdynamics on 01432 379250 or by email mail@airdynamics.co.uk

26.5
31.7

